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1. 1

Introduction

Purpose

of Study

The purpose of this capital facilities study is threefold:
1. Provide a public facilities inventory component for the Grafton Master Plan;
2. Assess the existing levels of public services in relation to capital facilities; and:
3. Research an array of standards and guidelines through which Grafton can identify
excess or deficient capital facilities.
A capital facilities plan is more than just a schedule of projects. It must include policies,
criteria, standards and priorities. A comprehensive capital facilities inventory and assessment must
therefore reflect these qualities in order to successfully implement a capital facilities plan. (Bowyer)
As the client indicated at the onset of the study, few towns or cities have a published
analytical information database of their departmental capital facilities. The inventory component
of this study serves this purpose. This component clarifies the relationship between departmental
capital budgets and requests for financial allocations.

The inventory component also serves to

bridge the gap between the requests and the allocations.
assessment

of condition.

The research continues

with the

The purpose of this section is to provide Grafton with a status

report on the capital facilities in each department.

The use of standards

is introduced as the

third step so that researchers can analyze the capital facilities. Departments may have their own
guidelines for standards or they may utilize national, regional, state, technical, professional, trade
or local standards.

The planner's role is to initiate a responsive capital facilities management

program. Service levels will increase through the introduction of standards. The key question to
ask is "Do the current departmental standards satisfy the community'S needs?"

1.2

Applicability

to Other

Municipalities

Communities

within the entire Blackstone

River Valley are experiencing

growth.

According to New England Business magazine, "the areas south of Worcester in the Blackstone
Valley are proliferated with new subdivisions" (Focer). There have been over 5,000 new housing
units built in the Blackstone Valley since 1980.
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housing comes from commuters
146 as a four-lane
and Providence,

thruway,

With the development

this region will have direct connections

Rhode Island.

The Massachusetts

who work outside of the area.

Turnpike

[Please see Figure
already

provides

I - Grafton

Grafton

[Q

Location

Boston

or unanticipated

metropolitan

Massachusetts,

fringe

development

services.

Regional

is inevitable.

extends

its network

of rail and highway

becomes

a sudden reality. Quite often municipalities

The expansive

As longer commuting

on capital

The ability

of a municipality

to gauge

As the

into Western
are caught off

facilities

and public
links, growth

of the types of growth

times become more acceptable

rural towns gain attractiveness

invaluable planning tool to adequately

1.3

systems

growth of the Route 128 area is an example

become more accessible,

of land use.

demands

Hartford,

towns is not unique.

planning theories suggest that with the addition of transportation

that can be anticipated.
networks

Map on the next page].

Plan)

growth in rural New England

guard and spend years trying to catch up to extensive

Massachusetts

with direct access to Boston,

Albany and other points west. (Grafton Open Space and Recreation

Uncontrolled

Worcester,

of Route

and commuter-rail

as points of growth for all types

itself against

a set standard

provides

an

predict capital facility demands.

What is a Capital Facility?
For the purpose of this study, a capital facility is defined

Town that possesses

a large acquisition

cost and have a multi-year

such as roads, bridges and sewers, capital facilities
buildings,

as: any object purchased
life span.

by the

Beyond the obvious,

include dump trucks, police cruisers,

public

voting booths, etc.
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The Town· of Grafton

2.1

Town Character
Comprising 22.5 square miles, Grafton is located in the north end of the Blackstone River

Valley.

This area stretches southeast of Worcester to Providence.

After the World War 1I,

Grafton'S proximity to Worcester influenced the development of North Grafton as a suburban
town.

Additionally,

with the Massachusetts Turnpike located in Grafton and the subsequent

proximity of Route 495, further development pressures became relevant for the Town. Since 1970
the Town has experienced a fifty-eight percent (58%) increase in its housing stock. During the
1980s, other towns in the Blackstone Valley experienced similar surges in residential growth.
In response to Worcester's planned 1.1 million square foot bio-technology park, Grafton
has received authority from the Massachusetts State Legislature to rezone the old Grafton State
Hospital land for development and occupation by biotechnology companies.

Tufts University

School of Veterinary Medicine, which owns more than 600 acres abutting the hospital land, plans
to develop another 200 acres for bio-technology
~

projected increase in manufacturing

use. As a result of these developments

and research employment

the

will be by sixty percent (60%)

within ten (10) years.

2.2

Population

Estimates

In 1990. the average household size in Grafton was 2.64 persons. This number reflects a
drop from the 1980 average household size of 2.87. This drop reflects both a decrease in family
size, a nationally evident trend, and a response to the condominium and other multi-family housing
that dominated the Grafton housing market during the 1980s. At present, Grafton has 5,350
housing units on approximately 3,600 acres. A build-out analysis under current zoning by-laws
reveals that the developable land-base can support an additional 4,520 housing units. Of these
additional units, the majority would be single-family units zoned at one (1) per 40,000 square feet.
Based on Grafton's average household size of 2.64 and the regional average household size of
3.325. Grafton' s projected total population at build-out could range between 25,343 and 28,536.
These numbers are based on the 1990 census population of 13,035. As seen in Table 1 on the next
page, Grafton experienced a sixteen percent ( 16%) population growth since 1985. The growth is
in response to the outward expansion of Boston's rail and highway networks.
Capital Improvement Inventory and Assessment
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Year

Population

Numeric

% Change

Change

1980

11,238

1985

11,239

1

0%

1990

13,035

1,796

16%

Table

1 - Population

Growth Since 1980

Source: Grafton Open Space and Recreation Plan
The direct results of current and planned unit developments (PUD) are yet to be seen. However
there are enough permitted developments to warrant this study. In south Grafton there are plans to
build approx. 901 housing units. In North Grafton there are approx. 207 housing units. With a
total of 1,108 projected housing units the demand placed On the capital facilities is substantial. The
sizes of the proposed subdivisions range between a 26 PUD and a 29X PUD.
Funher development opportunities will come with the implementation of a public transit rail stop in
conjunction with the development at the old Grafton State Hospital, and Tufts University research
park. The Boston Mass Transit Authority will connect Grafton with the "T' network of rail
transportation.
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ill.

Capital

3. 1

Method of Assessment

Facilities

Inventory

and Assessment

In order to accomplish the objectives of the study, a methodology was first developed and
is provided below in Figure 2.

ASSESSMENT

OF CAPITAL FACILITIES

RESEARCH STANDARDS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 2 - Methodology of Study
The second step required data collection on each Town department via personal interviews
with depanment personnel and other sources of data such as the 1991 Town Report, other Town
departments and agencies of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

A sample of the questions

asked during the personal interviews with department personnel is provided in Appendix A.
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The third step combined the information from the various data sources to arrive at an
assessment of capital facilities. This assessment is primarily the opinion of the department head.
The department head's experience was considered by the research team

[0

be an accurate reflection

on the status of capital facilities within their department since no formal assessment process is
currently in place.
The fourth step was to research standards applicable for each department and to suggest a
standard that each department could utilize in order to improve its capital facilities and services to
the residents of Grafton.

3.2

Departmental

Capital Facilities Inventory and Assessment

As described previously, each department

head was interviewed

by a member of the

research team to determine the inventory and to assess the condition of the capital facilities. The
results of the standards research for each department are presented within this section. Finally, a
recommendation

for each department is provided in relation to the management of its capital

facilities.

Engineering

Department

Introduction: The Engineering Department has responsibility for all civil engineering aspects of
town capital facilities and is headed by Mr. Mark Santora.

Mr. Santora is the only employee

within the Department and utilizes consultants for some of the town's civil engineering work.
However, in recent years he has tended to keep the work in-house in order to reduce costs. Areas
of responsibility for this Department include the design of highways. sidewalks, drainage facilities,
dams, landfills, and bridges, technical review of site plans and special permits, subdivision review
and construction inspection.

In addition. this Department serves as an agent to the town's Board

of Health and Conservation Commission.

Assessment: Mr. Santora characterizes the overall condition of the capital facilities under his
direction as "good". Problem areas exist where there is a lack of state or federal financial project
aid. The Town provides limited funding for capital facilities improvements in the Engineering
Department. The existing funds are therefore dedicated to fixing detrimental problems in a manner
that minimizes costs while mitigating public safety and town maintenance concerns.

Capital Improvement

Inventory
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The use of engineering standards and guidelines varies within the Department, depending
on the type of project and the source of project funding.

A more in-depth description for each

Department area of responsibility and the complex nature of this point is available in Appendix B.
For example, highway engineering standards and guidelines mandated by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) for federal aid highway projects are typically adopted from the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
intended for full-road

reconstruction

These funds are usually

and include highway, bridge, drainage

and sidewalk

improvements.

On the state level, the Massachusetts Department of Public Works (DPW) provides project
aid to towns for highway and bridge work and subsequently

has their own set of engineering

standards and guidelines. These guidelines' are generally a modification of the AASHTO standards
and are tailored for local conditions and materials availability. The DPW does not provide funding
for sidewalks and drainage, though it does provide standards and guidelines for projects it

undertakes itself. If a town project does not qualify for either of the two prior-mentioned funding
sources, the town finances the project and utilizes general engineering standards and guidelines
deemed acceptable and appropriate by Mr. Santora on a project-by-project
funded projects typically utilize the minimalist

basis. These town-

level of accepted engineering

standards and

guidelines in order to address as many problem areas as possible.
Recommendation:

The problem that arises from utilizing such a varied scheme of standards

and guidelines is a discontinuity in the quality of capital facilities within the Town.

This yields

higher, more frequent maintenance costs and earlier replacement costs on those portions of the
Department's capital facilities that are not designed to as high of standard as other portions. While
Mr. Santora's utilization scheme of standards and guidelines is a valid and generally accepted
practice, he himself comments that this approach is very reactive instead of proactive.
In order to achieve a proactive capital facilities management system for the Engineering
Department, the Town must commit to utilizing standards and guidelines in a consistent manner
throughout the town. The place to begin amassing these standards and guidelines is from the state
agency responsible

for that area of concern.

guidelines are adaptations

Generally, the Commonwealth's

standards and

of standards and guidelines adopted by a federal agency or well-

respected and knowledgeable

organization

These standards and guidelines possess a strong

scientific and logical basis with specific provisions for prevailing local conditions, such as weather

Capital Improvement Inventory and Assessment
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conditions and materials availability. Alterations to the standards and guidelines will be necessary
to customize a set of standards and guidelines appropriate for the Town and the Department.
Of course, this recommendation

will require the Town to allocate more funding to the

Engineering Department initially, but the long-term payoff will be realized with fewer repairs to
and longer life-cycles for the capital facilities. The potential also exists for some untapped sources
of funding and information regarding capital facility management to be discovered and are currently
unexplored by the Town.

Sewer Department
Introduction:

The Town sewer system. under the direction of Superintendent

Fred G. Haffty

Jr., served 1.800 customers in 1991 compared with I, IO() customers in 19X6. The collection
system and treatment plant are divided into three

(3)

separate sub-systems:

I) interceptor sewers.
2) pump stations. and
3) treatment plant.
Interceptor sewers are the main sewer lines that receive flows from lateral sewers and
convey the flow directly to the pump station or treatment plant.

The sewer lines have been

designed to carry peak flows (those that exceed the high flow for a twenty-four /241 hour period)
up to the year 2020. This is estimated on the basis of the total developed and developable acreage
in their collection basins. The extension of the collection system is an on-going process by both
the Town and developers.

Assessment:

The pump stations are presently operating at fifteen to twenty-five percent (15-

25%) of capacity during dry weather days and thirty

[0

fifty percent (30-50

%)

during wet weather

days, approximately sixty-two (62) days per year. The only design problem appears to be that the
flow velocity in the discharge pipe may exceed the acceptable limit during peak flows. However,
this is not an immediate problem and will be addressed when the pump station approaches
capacity.

Capital Improvement Inventory and Assessment
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The treatment plant has a design capacity of 1.6 million gallons per day (MGD) when all
tanks are in use. This is based on a conservative overflow rate of six-hundred (600) gallons per
day per square foot (600 GPD/SF).

Operations data show that the treatment plant can handle a

higher flow than design capacity. The Grafton Treatment Plant has treated 1.6 MGD for a period
of several days using one-half the tanks, but this may be too high a volume for the plant to handle
on a consistent basis. Superintendent Haffty recognizes that the plant can treat 2.4 MGD, on a
constant basis without violating any discharge permit conditions.
In terms of standards,

the Grafton Treatment

Plant is bound by the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP). A Standard Discharge Permit is issued every five (5) years from the DEP. The
plant must also comply with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
given by the EPA. As a dynamic and progressive organization, the EPA is constantly updating the
permit requirements for allowable discharge into [he Blackstone River. According to Mr. Haffty,
there are a number of methods to meet these changes. The Grafton Sewer Department will attempt
operational changes first to meet revised standards rather than capital investment.
Recommendations:

Accurate population projections are essential to the Department to meet the

ever-changing standards developed by the EPA. Discharge permits will continuously require that
the Department meet strict criteria, and more notably, changes in the criteria.

EPA guideline

changes can mandate the Town to invest in additional capital facilities, even without an increase in
population. Therefore, the Grafton Sewer Department must have direct information on permitted
developments and zoning changes that will place increased demands on the sewer system. When
the treatment plant was built, in 1979 the projected population for Grafton was 9,500 for the year
1990. In 1990, the population of Grafton was 13,035, surpassing that estimated population by
3,535. Maintaining population and land-use records will provide the Department with the planning
tools required to maintain the current level of quality service.

Water Service (Grafton Water District and South Grafton Water District)
Introduction:

Drinking water for the Town of Grafton is supplied from the Grafton Water

District (GWD) for the northern and central portions, and the South Grafton Water District
(SGWD) for the southern portion. Each District is a quasi-public agency and therefore does not
fall under the scope of capital facilities holdings and service for the Town of Grafton. However,
I
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for the purpose of this study and the relevance of water supply as a public utility, they are
examined equally with other Town departments
Eighty-five percent (85%) of the Town's population lives within the GWO service area,
which was established in 1984. The District services sixty percent (60%) of the Grafton housing
units through approximately

2,400 service connections.

The number of connections is up 451

from 1,941 in 1986. In 1987 residents in the GWD voted to allocate three (3) million dollars to
purchase the assets of the Massachusetts American Water Company.
Recreation Plan)
In a quasi-public

(Grafton Open Space and

utility each customer is considered an owner.

mandated by an official Charter.

The organization

is

Both water districts are controlled by federal agencies, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). and the Commonwealth. Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP).

Regulations

that determine the standards for drinking water quality are

established in the Safe Drinking Water Quality Acr,
Grafton Water District
Introduction:

The GWD has spent over one (1) million dollars to upgrade it's water system.

Today, three (3) wells provide 268 million gallons per year (GPY) to the District's customers.
Capacity is one (1) million gallons per day (GPD) at Well Number Ion Worcester Street, one (1)
million GPO at Well Number 2 on East Street. and 280,()(X)GPO at Well Number 3 on East Street.
Two (2) standpipes, or storage tanks, are used in the system: the Brighton Hill Standpipe, built in
1957, with a 325,000 GPO capacity, and the Pigeon Hill Standpipe, built in 1971, with a capacity

of 600,000 GPO.

The average yield per day is 734,000 gallons, well within the systems 1.5

MOD safe yield capacity, but there is a peak-day deficit system wide.
Assessment:

With the addition of the Follette Street Well an additional 500,000 GPO capacity

will be added to the system resulting in a surplus of 250.000 GPO. However, by the year 2000, a
new well with a capacity of one (1) million GPO, perhaps tapping the aquifer under the Miscoe
Brook, will be required.
The GWD currently charges $4.01 per 1,000 gallons of drinking water. This represents a
ten percent (10%) increase from last year (1992). This fee covers all capital, labor, and costs to the
water delivery system. Other services provided by the District are the installation of fire hydrants,
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as determined by the Fire Department and leased to the town. New developments are charged for
water service on a "per connection" basis and are the responsibility of the developer.
The EPA Water Quality Division monitors and tests the water quality on a regularbasis.

In

terms of standards, the Department is required to provide twenty-one pounds (21 lbs.) of pressure
at the tap of safe drinking water. Standard engineering practices determine the location, function
and operation of the pumping systems. "Because every situation is different, it is impossible to set

a national or even a state standard." stares Dept. Head Matthew Pearson, This is due to the fact
that water comes from so many different sources that there is no common characteristic that can be
standardized, other than the quality once delivered to the public.
South

Grafton

Introduction:

Water

District

(SGWD)

The SGWD's main well is Number 2 on Ferry Street and it delivers 150,000

GPO. A standpipe at Leland Hill has a capacity of 250,000 gallons and a new concrete tank on
Keith Hill Road holds 750,000 gallons.

The Providence

Street Well (Number

1) is used

exclusively as a back up. The present system can just meet the peak day demand of 2300,00 GPO,
and any new service connections will require a new well. The SGWD contracted for a water
delivery system study with Whitman & Howard, an engineering firm, and the result found an
adequate level of service in the water delivery system.
Assessment:

The South Grafton Water District charges a user-fee per 1,000 gallons of drinking

water. This fee covers all capital, labor, and costs to deliver the water. Other services provided by
the District are the installation of fire hydrants, emergency repair, and new construction hook-ups.
Fire hydrants are located by the Fire Department and leased to the Town. Water service for new
development is charged on a "per connection" basis and is the responsibility of the developer.
Large installations and extensions are contracted out to private companies.
The Grafton water supply is relatively easy to access through underground aquifers. The
two water districts do not have to go search beyond this source for an adequate drinking water
supply. However, some areas of town are difficult to serve due to their remote locations. and will
require additional capital expense, i.e. another pumping station.
Recommendation:

Both water districts provide satisfactory service levels to existing customers.

Concern over the ability to keep satisfactory service levels in light of development is an issue. One
water district has expressed the need for a central maintenance yard including a shop in order to
CapitalImprovement Inventory and Assessment
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store and repair its equipment.
effort between

the two (2) water districts

of the water districts
expansion

If substantial

to provide

growth is realized, the Town can justify a cooperative

in order to maintain adequate

service

to new development

was denied on at least one occasion

complex

maintains

deficiencies
affected.

its own wells.

are an indication

service levels.

is an area of concern.

to a large condominium

With projected

of vulnerability.

complex.

growth in population

As a result, the

and land use, any service

the comprehensive

demands

of the water system and

evaluate it on a regular basis. System upgrades should precede normal depreciation
See Appendix

Public

Department,

Works

Introduction:

The Highway

Mr. Roy Charbonneau.
and associated
operations

such

construction,

Highway
Division

including

as snow

sidewalk

construction

maintaining.

are approximately
In addition

repair equipment,

Assessment:

is responsible
drainage

storm

The division

cleaning,

highway

and repairs, and tree removal and pruning.

Mr. Charbonneau

repairs

and

The division

also

when required.

180 miles

of roadway
themselves

rates the overall condition

Mr. Charbonneau
mechanic

attributes

that the Town

the Highway

is responsible

Division's

of the Highway

the good condition

on his staff of seven (7).

replace the 1974 Mack Dump Truck due to extensive

Mr. Charbonneau

keep most of the equipment

staff.

equipment

of the equipment,

An immediate

body rot. The condition

despite

need exists to

of the buildings

is

within the next

also felt another bay should be added to rhe garage faciliry in order to
inside.

A complete

listing of the capital facilities

for the Division

is

C.

Capital Improvement Inventory and Assessment
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for

major capital

Division's

as good, with the salt storage shed needing some repairs or replacement

provided in Appendix

performs

used to maintain the highway network and buildings used to house and

its age, to having a full-time

few years.

upkeep of Town highways

facilities.

drain

and is headed by

store supplies and provide office space for the highway operations

and buildings as "good."

described

for the physical

and sidewalk

sweeping,

to the roadways

facilities include equipment

Division

is part of the Public Works Department

removal.

assists many other Town departments

There

levels to avoid

K for a listing of sources for current standards of practice.

The division

facilities,

Service

The ability to keep up with growth can be severely

There is also a need to understand

gaps in services.

The ability

Spring 1993
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No standards

are utilized in assessing

was Mr. Charbonneau
his experience
equipment

aware of any available types of standards.

and an aggressive

in good condition.

designated

the Division's

Recommendation:
preventive

He recognizes

usefulness

extends

exist to dictate

with implementing

of reference

implementing

costs.

materials

this information

well-run and well-equipped

depends upon

to keep

the Division's

equipped

fleet is a concern.

to perform

an equipment
The American
available

the

there is a point in a

management

in use. While
to assist

system that will maximize

Public Works Association

replacement.

(APWA)

equipment

has provided a

that will assist the Division

in

The printout is include in Appendix

expertise will ensure the continuation

of a

Division.

Introduction:

Division

for the maintenance

an aggressive

there exist guidelines

from that organization

Cemetery

The Cemetery

equipment,

equipment,

with Mr. Charbonneau's

Highway

Though

inefficient to keep that equipment

when to replace

Public Works Department,

responsible

nor

the Town is under and works with what he has

the life of mechanical

a beneficial program for equipment

C. Combining

Division

tasks.

program

and minimize

schedule

they are adequately

life cycle where it becomes a financially

municipalities

in the Highway

Mr. Charbonneau

maintenance

The age of the division's

maintenance

no set standards

printout

preventive

duties but realizes the fiscal constraints

to accomplish

machine's

the capital inventory

Division

resides

and operation

within the Department
of all town-owned

of Public Works and is

cemeteries.

The division

is

headed by Mr. Bob Angell.

Assessment:

There are six (6) cemeteries

Three (3) cemeteries
available.

are currently active.

A inventory

for the division's

managed
An equipment

by the town that occupy
inventory

next 150 years.
the cemetery

Mr. Angell does not base this estimate

management

D.

the town's cemetery

on any type of standard

needs for the

employed

within

field nor is he aware of any standards to this fact. Mr. Angell said there

is a lack of proper record

keeping,

as evidenced

Department is working in conjunction
cemeteries

for the Division is currently not

property is provided in Appendix

Mr. Angell states there is enough land to accommodate

112 acres,

almost

and is conducting

by the lack of an equipment

with (he Engineering

Department

inventory.

to re-survey

The

all town

a physical inventory at this time.
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Recommendation:

In terms of published material very little literature exists on' cemetery

management or on standards for cemetery management. The American Publics Works Association
(APWA) has provided a few references from their library and these are available in Appendix D.
The Division should explore these articles and implement

the methods utilized by other

municipalities in order to assure a well-run, well-maintained and adequate amount of land for the
Town's cemetery needs.

Police Department
Introduction:

The Grafton Police Department is a non-accredited law enforcement agency. The

Department employs nineteen

(19)

sworn police officers, four

(4)

civilian secretary, and is headed by Chief Russell Messier.

pan-time dispatchers and one

(I)

The Grafton Police Station is the

Department's only station house and includes jail cells cenified to hold male, female and juvenile
prisoners.

From July 1990 to June 1991 the Department made four-hundred thirty-five (435)

arrests, investigated one-hundred
issued 3,266 citations.

thirty-five (135) accidents, answered 3,844 complaints, and

Over thirty-one (31) different types of investigations

were conducted

ranging from domestic violence to missing persons.
F~r purposes of the development of effectiveness measures, the overall police objective in
crime control is assumed to be the following:
To promote the safety of the community
among the citizens,
of crime
honest,

through

prompt,

cooperative,
of the citizens.

the deterrence/prevention

of offenders,

and the apprehension

the satisfaction
Assessment:

primarily

and a feeling of security

hel pful, sensitive,

providing

service

in a fair,

and courteous

manner

to

(Harry)

According to Chief Messier. there is a gap in the level of police service.

This

statement does not however indicate that there is un-rnet criminal activity. This does explain the
lack of police patrols in more remote areas of Town. According to the Chief, the Depanment has
lost four (4) officers since 1992 from circumstances

such as sickness or injury.

This directly

effects the Department's ability to adequately patrol the Town.
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For most departments,

standards come in the form of studies and reports conducted by

professional agencies or organizations.
procedure come from the Massachusetts

For the Grafton Police Department, official policy and
Police Chiefs Association.

Investigation (FBI) publishes averages and trends in crime.

The Federal Bureau of

Based on FBI studies, the average

police department has 2.2 sworn officers per I ,oon in population.

These data do not necessarily

translate to other capital need as patrol cars, firearms, etc. At 2.2 officers per 1,000, Grafton
would require a police force of 2X.7 officers.
Recommendation:

As population increases, so does the need for police services. Because there

are no formal standards set for law enforcement agencies, each must establish its own based on
need. Using national crime statistics provided by the FBI, the Grafton Police Department can
establish standards by which it can measure itself.

Undergoing this process will assist in the

justification for additional personnel and capital facilities such as patrol cruisers.
The Law Enforcement

Accreditation

Commission

(LEAC) further establishes

that as

smaller agencies become accredited, the level of service increases. The LEAC confirms that for the
most pan, all standards are voluntary and set by the individual department. The LEAC is currently
working on an accreditation process geared towards smaller towns and explaining the benefits of
professional accreditation.

This accreditation will provide Grafton with its own standards for

personnel requirements, budget and allocation and distribution of capital. Through a continuos
self-evaluation, the Department can determine precisely where gaps in service occur and determine
the reasons for the gaps.

Fire and Forest Fire Department
Introduction:

The Grafton Fire Department operates on a call/volunteer basis commanding the

services of fifty-five (55) trained fire fighters and one secretary and is headed by Chief Philip
Gauthier. Like many modern fire departments, it provides services outside the realm of tire safety
including emergency management and disaster assistance. Modern fire departments are referred to
as "fire and rescue" service to reflect their expanded role. The majority of falls for service in fire
departments nationwide are for these "other" services and not for fires. (Harry, 93). In 1991, the
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Department responded to approximately

two-hundred and ten (210) incidents of which one-

hundred thirteen (113) were tire-related (1991 Town Report). Ambulance service is contracted out
by the Town of Grafton and is not considered for capital expenses.
The suggested measures for fire protection are based on the assumption that the objective of
fire protection services is:

To minimize casualties and losses of property from fire
by helping to prevent fires from occurr-ing and to reduce
losses and casualties from fires that do occur. (Hatry)
Assessment:

The Grafton Fire Department operates from three 0) station houses located

strategically throughout the Town. There are eleven ( I I) pieces of fire fighting capital equipment
including pumpers, trucks. and fire-related vehicles (see Appendix F). The age of the equipment
ranges from a 1953 Reo Pumper to a 1989 Ford F700 Pumper.

Based on experience,

Chief

Gauthier and the Grafton Fire Department have maintained an adequate level of service. However,
the Chief notes that the Department is operating with the same equipment as when the Town's
population was 10,000.
Currently the Department can reach any point in Town within five (5) minutes fron one of
its three station houses.

However, the Chief noted that the aging fleet of fire engines and

equipment does require special attention. Rather than replacement, the older engines can and have
been retrofitted with updated equipment.

A retrofitted tire engine requires testing every year for

efficiency and strength. The Chief has noted that the fire stations are, in some cases, too small to
accommodate the newer and larger fire trucks. The fire headquarters is over forty (40) years old,
and will require modification to accommodate a modern aerial ladder truck, which the Department.
hopes to purchase someday.

Recommendation:

The standards for volunteer fire departments are set by the fire chief. The

National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA), a non-profit membership agency, provides equipment
standards to departments that request them. As a non-regulatory agency, the NFPA writes these
standards based on an intensive collaboration of studies. This is to ensure that a department is
properly trained for use of specialized or highly sophisticated equipment.

In order to maintain a

high level of standard, the Grafton Fire Department subscribes to this practice. Each member of
the Grafton Fire Department

attends various training courses, some sponsored

through the

I

Massachusetts Fire Fighting Academy. More recently, the Department joined [he Call/Volunteer
Capital rmprovcrnern Inventory and Assessment
Grafton.
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Firefighters

Association

and inventories

which increases

awareness

laws affecting the call/volunteer

The immediate

concern

response to population
Tufts University

Fire Department's

and land-use expansion.

2) demands

investigates

benefits

future capital needs will be in

Most notable is the anticipated

Park and subdivision

developments.

the level of service provided by the Grafton Fire Department

I ) occurrences

changes.

firefighter.

for the Grafton

Bio-Technology

of regulatory

development

of the

In terms of vulnerability,

will fall if:

of fire increases.

for further expansion

of non-fire related services increases, and

3) land uses increase.

The Chief explained

that with the addition of a bio-technology

and the types of emergencies

Established
departments.

created will require special training and equipment.

standards,

However,

either national,

there art! various

firefighters

with

Department,

several professional

contributes

fire statistics

state or local, do not exist for call/volunteer

professional

and equipment
standards

through self-evaluation

are employed

equipment

the level of service
should be measured

NFPA, standards

are provided

that research

for training and equipment

In terms of projected

growth,

that is adequate

for Grafton,

against more tangible

standards

on a volunteer

Fire

use, which

the Department

standard levels.

and disaster management.

fire

and provide

In the case of the Grafton

what will be the appropriate

response time, search and rescue performance,
must decide

organizations

standards.

to the high level of service provided.

must determine

park, land uses change substantially

This refers to

Because the Department

the inventoried
or statistics.

basis which any municipality

apparatus

and

As in the case with
can adopt as standard

or law.

Another

factor considered

system used by insurance

in Grafton is the Town's

underwriters

fire insurance

rating.

to set the rates of fire insurance.

This is a rating

The Insurance

Service

Office (ISO) is a national service with branch offices in each of the states. The ISO collects data on
tire losses nation wide and evaluates

the results.

( 10)' with one being the best rating
evaluates. criteria
Grafton

such as response

was last evaluated

within one-thousand

possible.

The rating system starts at one ( I ) and ends at ten
The ISO rates a town every

rime. water pressure,

hydrant

in I()~() and given the rating of

location,

and level of training.

feet ( I O()()') of a .hydrant. or within five (5) miles of a station house the rating

Capital Improvement Inventory and Assessment
Massachusetts

years and
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Chief Gauthier

notes that many of the newer developments

are now within the water districts and

serviced by fire hydrants.

The net financial
fire insurance
(6) should

costs, according
be considered

developments

Department.

Therefore.

making

capital

improvements

and assessments.

will continually

there is a direct link between

keep Grafton

on site wells) should be considered

The superintendent

system is comprised
two (2) elementary

schools.

In comparison.

Assessment:

of Grafton

of five (5) buildings:

for the 1991-1992

student.

and the Fire

or not provided

water

closely.

is Mr. William

Compton.

year.

is I ,92R students and the Town spent $3,545 per

The national

goal for this assessment

as a build-out

parameter.

were poised to the School Department.
facilities?

school and

average

for 1989-1990

was $4,890

per

Grafton spent $3,196 per student that year.

The primary

of future students

The school

the high school, middle school, intermediate

Current enrollment
school

schools

of the School

Department

capital facility needs over time. For the forecast. the town planner established

capital

at an undesirable

the Water Departments

not located within the water districts.

All new

Department

Introduction:

student

when

All new developments

service (i.e. maintaining

in terms of

to the ISO. The ability of Grafton to lower the current rating of six

located outside criteria boundaries

fire rating level.

School

impact of having a rating drop even two points is significant

Second.

Based on these planning

support

a maximum

parameters,

First. what is the general condition

how could Grafton

is to determine

a student population

number

two questions

of the Department's
of 2,000 to 4,000

students fifty (50) years from now?

Beginning

with the elementary

schools, the Superintendent

reported very good to excellent

building conditions.

Some specific needs include the partial roof replacement

Elementary

A substantial

School.

window replacement

is also necessary there.

a copper piping problem at the South Grafton Elementary

With

a newly

improvements
Assistance

constructed

are forthcoming

Board (SBAB)

This allocation

roof, the middle
as Grafton

list of approved

projects

and Assessment

is in excellent

thirty-six

condition.

(36) on the School

from the Commonwealth

will benefit the library where media concerns

Capital Improvement Inventory
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school

is number
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are imminent.
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school

is located

municipal

inside

the municipal

center

building.

No comments

were made about the

center or the school portion of the facility, but both areas were recently

provide

services

superintendent

for students

considers

the poor construction

in 1991.

In reference

that this facility is the weakest of all school buildings.

Compton

has maintained

a managerial

philosophy

The basis of this opinion is that excellent infrastructure

excellent academic

performance.

does favor performance

of facility

population

needs.

required,

(400)

increases

acceptable
reallocation

population

students

system

of students

options

increases

state-wide

from

with the current

not necessarily

such as space

space

require

rental

space.

These options

of Massachusetts.

The only regulations
building code.

Mr. Compton

to 2,500

space would certainly

a new facility.

According

classrooms

This is considered

would

building code is one of the foremost

this code in all its school facilities.

to
be

because

with a student

necessary.

beyond those mandated

could cite was students

be

included the

possible

would not be available

a maximum

(300)

If the student

by the Board of

The Grafton Board of Selectman

The current standard mandates

The state-wide

provided a

three-hundred

available.

and portable

within the existing school facilities.

has some excess

Grafton also supports

correlate with

Within to the no-build options. the Superintendent

and the Commonwealth

per classroom.

form.

1,928 students

greater than 3.Q(Xl. At that point, a new facility will be absolutely

very much.

that

the Superintendent

2,500 and 3,000. additional

would

for the school system.

population

The school system is not bound to any standards
Selectmen

He explained

about the Grafton School

The school district could accommodate

to a level between

Compton.

the high school

the

does not necessarily

for students per classroom.

If the student

additional

but the school

superintendent

school,

factors such as teachers and supplies.

students, no buildings will be needed.
to four-hundred

to

While the Town of Grafton does not ignore its capital facilities, it

Based on the general guidelines
forecast

to the high

quality of the high school is due to the tilt slab external construction

Superintendent
District.

beginning

renovated

do not ask

per classroom

of twenty-five

(25)

sets of standards

A copy of these standards

and the
students

for schools.
is kept at the

municipal center.

The Commonwealth
authorities.

Recommendations

capital improvements
the Commonwealth
CMR.

of Massachusetts

The process

have a lot of concern

are given to the school districts

are concerned.

through the guidelines

approval
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applications.

These recommendations

are usually applied because Com

on wealth funding

requires it This principal is inherent in the 1993 Educational Reform Act.

he Grafton School

District supports its passage into law. Some Commonwealth standards apply to school building
facilities.

These standards are provided by at least two agencies.

(see App .ndix G for school

standards)

Recommendation:

The School Board and Superintendent

appear to be

y

ry organized as a

major Town department, but also appear to need a closer working connection with the Town's
planning for growth.

The School Department is fully adequate at the present time, but large

changes in student population will necessitate a more stringent set of growth standards.
estimates for growth were new for the School Department.

The

If growth occurs t~ quickly, Grafton

may have to adjust its fiscal policy toward the physical environment. Academics could suffer if the
shcool facilities are not ready for the towns growth.

Library Department
Introduction:

This Department is responsible for the operation of the three (3) town libraries, a

main library located in the center and two (2) branches located in the north and south portions of
Town. The library is headed by Ms. Barbara Braley in conjunction with the Library Board of
Trustees.

The libraries provide recreational reading, reference and information services to the

citizens of Grafton and the citizens of other communities through reciprocity.

A wide variety of

special programs are offered from children's story hours to exhibits of items of local interest.
Assessment:

Capital facilities for the libraries include the three (3) library buildings and their

associated collections.

An inventory and assessment of the three librarie 's capital facilities is

provided in Appendix H.
Ms. Braley and the Library Board of Trustees feels the Department is under budgeted.
Circulation figures for the past few years have been growing in response to the recession and a
public relations campaign. (See Appendix H). The Library Board of Trustees would also like to
see an addition to and parking and safety concerns addressed at the main library.
The Library Department receives some funding from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Board of Library Commissioners (BLC), and conforms to that organization's standards in order to
Capital Improvemem lnventorv and Assessment
Grafton, Massachusetts
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receive

the funding.

These standards

(ALA) standar.dS and are currently

were adopted

undergoing

from the American

revision

to conform

Library

Association's

with recellt revisions

to ALA

standards

The BLC uses seven (7) criteria

for establishing

compliance

with its standards.

The

I

standards

and Grafton's

performance

are detailed

in Appendix

H. In general, (Grafton exceeds the

minimum

required standards to qualify for funding from the Commonwealth

alb is not in jeopardy

of losing funds from the Commonwealth.

Recommendation:
guidelines
Specific

Recommended

action for the library is to explore

of the ALA in order to improve
areas of concentration

its services

include quantifying

public opinion of library services and its collection
addressed

as deemed appropriate,

South Grafton

Community

Department Information:
and accommodates
Wars (VFW).

and

for Town residents.

the number of internal circulation

assessing

There are others areas that can be

and there exists extensive ALA literature on these issues.

House

The South Grafton

the American

Community

Houses is located

in South Grafton

Legion, the Council on Aging (COA) and the Veterans of Foreign

The building is also used by the Grafton Little League for storage and meetings and

groups

within

the community.

"good" shape but is a continuous

Recreation

The South Grafton Community

Therefore,

capital responsibility

the Comunioty

house is utilized

House

is considered

in

of the Town.

Commission

Introduction:

The Recreation

administered

by a volunteer

town-owned

recreation

and non-town

Commission

is unique in that it has no permanent

group headed by Ms. Nellie Harrington.

lands and provides a variety of recreational

owned properties.

baseball/softball

Facilities

provided

fields, soccer fields. swimming

hiking/walking/biking:
opportunities:

and capital facilities

via a survey.

by the South Grafton Water District for meetings.
by several

further the standards

trails.

swimming,

The Commission

tennis.

areas and beaches.
provides residents

arts and crafts,

skiing,

The Commission
opportunities

on town-owned

staff and is
manages

on town-owned

lands include tennis courts,
playground

equipment,

with the following

baseball/softball,

and

recreational

picnicking,

biking,

I
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